var Person = {
name: ”Kamila”,
lastName: ”Matla-Tomczyk”,
age: 33,
location: Warsaw
};

Bootcamp “Become a Front-end Developer”
A very intensive programming bootcamp, full-time: 240 hours of classes in
total, plus a few more daily of unassisted work.
Programming languages, frameworks and technologies I got to know:

css

Bootstrap

JavaScript
AJAX

REST

jQuery
Gulp

Sass

PHP

A newb in the coding world, Graphic
Designer challenged with Front-End
adventure.
The Coders Lab programming bootcamp has confirmed my belief that
Front End Development path is full of
exciting challenges and possibilities,
at the same time I found working
with code very satisfactory.
I am looking for a place that will help
me grow as a good Front-End
Developer, deepen my skills and
knowledge and give me a possibility
to work on interesting projects in a
friendly environment.

$(this).education();

HTML

Person.sayHello();

WordPress RWD

Git & GitHub

Please be invited to contact me! :)

Person.data();
+48 692 814 977
kamila.matla@gmail.com

Warsaw School of Photography

06.2013/06.2015
Warsaw

Photography // Postgraduate studies. 		

Polish-Japanese Academy
of Information Technology

05.2011/06.2012
Warsaw

Advanced Multimedia // Postgraduate studies.

European Academy of Arts
Full-time studies; Fac. Graphic Design.
Honours degree.

10.2002/06.2007
Warsaw

in-dust-real.pl
fabryka-pozytywow.pl

Person.add(skills);

fluent // Certificate in Advanced English (CAE)

Deutsch

very good // Zentrale Mittelstufenprüfung (ZMP)

Français

good

Italiano

linkedin.com/in/
kamilamatla
kamilamatla.com

$(this).languages();
English

github.com/ka1130

good
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#sublime_text
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#copywriting

#dtp

#osx

#ms_office(-:

#driving_licence
#photography

#more!

$(this).experience();
07.2012/07.2016
Warsaw

Senior Graphic Designer
Trend Food International GmbH // Polish Campus Marketing Sp. z o.o.
Responsible for graphic creation, Internet projects (deployment, edition and administration of
Wordpress-based company websites), professional photo shootings, copywriting (English/Polish),
translation and minor operational tasks. Cooperation with developers.

01.2012/06.2012
Warsaw

Graphic Designer / Chief Editor
M&M Consulting // Eko Cykl Recovery Organisation Inc
Responsible for all kinds of graphic design tasks. Chief Editor of “Reverse Logistics” (“Logistyka Odzysku”) magazine: creating layout, DTP, writing articles, proofreading and correction. Internet projects,
website layouts, mailings, auction templates. Cooperation with developers. Translator.
Photographer.

09.2011/12.2011
Warsaw

Graphic Designer
Promotion Plus
Main graphic designer, responsible for all kinds of creative and DTP tasks.

06.2011/09.2011
Warsaw

Graphic Designer
Schneider Electric
Global Marketing team: responsible for creating layouts and file localisation for various countries.
Co-operation in preparing advertising campaign ideas.

02.2009/04.2011
Warsaw

Graphic Designer
XL Energy Marketing Sp. z o.o.
Responsible for all kinds of creative tasks: graphic design, DTP, website administration, copywriting,
professional photo shooting, minor operational tasks. ATL & BTL projects for all over the world
(Europe, Asia, Africa, North America).

11.2008/01.2009
Warsaw

Graphic Designer
POLA Design
Responsible for creating various magazine layouts, catalogues, print ads.

11.2007/11.2008
Warsaw

Graphic Designer
KOLA:Ż New Ideas
Responsible for various ATL&BTL creative tasks, therein advertising campaign ideas, layouts,
print&web design projects. Worked for top brands, i.a. Roche, Mercedes-Benz, Lotto, Cadbury
Wedel, Heel etc.

07.2006/08.2006
Leipzig

Internship in Leipzig (Germany) // PHARE 2003

04.2006/06.2006
Warsaw

Internship //National Culture Centre contest.

Ulrich Strube’s Atelier & Jean-Gebser Akademie Publishing House, 2008.

Atelier Foksal
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Person.testimonials();
Kamila dealt with the design and
preparation for implementation of
a number of websites for our clients. Our
cooperation was always excellent, to the
point - and friendly. We appreciate
reliability, timeliness and fast reactions of
Kamila to any need for changes. Her
experience and commitment guarantee the
high quality of the work performed.

Adam Szymczak G&K Komputer

$(this).trainings();
Ruby on Rails // Ruby on Rails Programming Training / Warsaw, 02.2014
Training: Task force management skills
BTS MARS Training Solutions
Areas: the role of manager, leadership, team building, developing skills, motivating,
monitoring and evaluation, communication.

Creative Writing Course // 2009-2011
Kamila meets (often not clearly stated)
customer expectations and seamlessly
introduces the required corrections. Plus,
she works quickly and eﬃciently. This is
really a great help in working on the
projects.

The Institute of Literary Research of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw,
continued in “The Passion of Writing” school.

HTML&CSS Training / PARP / eduweb.pl

Michał Sacewicz RESOTECH

Wordpress Training / studiouh.pl / eduweb.pl
With a clear conscience, I recommend... We
have been working with Kamila many times
so far, when our Global Marketing
Department would give up telling us it
wasn’t possible to meet our deadlines. Yet,
Kamila would manage it. Creating for us
projects indistinguishable from the “global”
ones. Quickly and eﬃciently. What could we
want more?

Adam Doroziński ALCATEL one touch
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Macromedia Flash MX Training / Akademia WWW // 2008

$(this).passions();
#psychology

#photography

#arts





timeliness

reliability


communicativeness

#creative_writing

#foreign_languages

#design


teamwork

#UrbanExploring





flexibility

creativity

692
814
977

#philosophy

#phisics_of_the_impossible

#literature #poetry

#sports

#playing_the_piano

$(this).location();
I currently live in Warsaw but I am open to relocation possibilities, both in
Poland and abroad.
I hereby agree for processing my personal data, included in my job offer, for the purpose of recruitment (as defined in the Act of August 29, 1997 on the Protection of Personal
Data (Journal of Laws No. 133, item 883).

